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(rviUSIC: SIGNATURE AND DoiN)

REMBRANDT; In every man there is something good and. precious, which is his own

and which is in no one else. Let us therefore praise God for it,

and honor each man for that which lies hidden within him.

(u SIC: UP kND DOWN)

ANNOUNCER: Presenting Loe J. Cobb in ttThe Passover of Rembrandt van Rijn by

Morton Wishengrad.

(Mu SIC: REGISTER AND DOWN)

ANNOUNCER; This is the season of the celebration of Passover, the festival of

redemption and freedom. Station WOR and the Mutual Broadcasting

System join with the American Jewish Committee in presenting the

distinguished actor Lee J. Cobb as Rembrandt in a Passover story

entitled 9The Passover of Rembrandt van Rijn.T
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(ITJSIC; REGISTER AND THEN FADE BEHIND)

NARRATOR: It was in the year 1659 that Meinheer Jakob van Kampen was delegated

by the venerable council of the City of Amsterdam to propose new

commission to the painter Rcmbiit van Rijn. Bearing in mind that

Rembrandt was a consumrte painter, Mcinheer van Kampen had the

forethought to out on his best suit of' clothes. Remembering also

that Rembrandt v'as said to be a notorious wastrel, einheer van Kampen

selected a stout walking stick. And recollecting finally that through

a rare combination of thriftlessness and bad investments the painter

had only recently been declared a bankrupt by the Insolvency Chamber

of Amsterdam, Meinheer van Kampen thoughtfully left his wallet at

home. (MUSIC OUT) Thus equipoed, Meinhoer van Kampen journeyed to

the Keizerskroon hostelry where he found the painter repentant...

REMBRANDT (PROJECTING FR.OLI OFF MI1) Shut the door, theret s a draft.

NARRATOR: And altogether disordered...

REMBRANDT: Kick the clothes off the chair and sit down.

NARRATOR: And in his bath,

(souND OF WATER SPLASHING)

REMBRANDT: Hot water... ahhh The poor mants pleasure.

VAN KA1EN: My dear Rembrandt, I have something important to discuss with you.

Please have the decency to climb out of that tub.

REMBRANDT: Meinheer van Kampen, it was for the sake of decency that I climbed

into the tub. Wake yourself useful. Take the brush and scrub my back.

VAN KAMPEN: I beg your pardon.

REMBRANDT: Why? You do something? There! s the brush.

VAN KAMPEN; Excuse me. I came to discuss a serious matter, A proposition.

REMBRANDT: Then scrub between my shoulder blades. I'll be putty in your hands.

Youtll be able to do anything you want with me, Come, come, come.

Scrub.



VAN KAMPEN: This is ridiculous.

REMBRANDT: (flhipERIOUY) Scrub!.

(FEATURE SOUND OF SCPJJBBING)

REMBRANDT: Meinheer van Karnpen, you flatter me. My skin is somewhat tougher than

a butterfly's eyelash. Be good enough to scrub a little harder.

(SCRUBBING MORE VIGOROUSLY--HE PRCITESTS) Van Karnpen, Pm not an

elephant. (SCRUBBING MBDIUIvI) Just right. (PAUSE) A bit to the

left. (PAUSE) A little lower. A little more. Ahh!. (UNCTUOUSLY)

My dear van Karnpen, I have a painter!s eye. Have I ever told you

that you are a fine figure of a man?

(OUT SCRUBBING)

VAN KAÎQEN: Why, that's very...

REMBRANDT: Oh, but don't stop scrubbing!

(SCRUBBING)

REMBRANDT: Now you were saying something about a-- A bit higher. That's right.

Something about a proposition.

VAN KAMPEN: The City Council would like a painting for the new Torn Hall.

REMBRANDT: You've scrubbed enough, thank you. (SCRUBBING STOPS) Van Kampen I

always like to have a clear head when important nMters are discussed.

What' s the proposition?

VAN KAMPEN: Firstly, that this time you finish your painting on the date we

specify.

REMBRANDT: Do they want it good or do they want it on Tuesda3r? A painting is

finished when a painting is finished. And I'll say so. What's next?

VAN YAIVEN: We will select the subject.

REMBRANDT: You will, eh? Van Kampen, do I tell you how to buy and sell real

estate?

VAN KAMPEN: No, Rembrandt, but...

REMBRANDT: I'll paint a subject I consider suitable. (REFLECTING) I rather

fancy something from the Bible.
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VAN KAMPEN: We thought. a large painting of the Town Council itself would be.,.

REMBRANDT: Fantastic! What do you think of Moses bringing down the tablets of

the Law from the mountain?

VAN KAMPEN: I have no opinion on Moses. What vie had in mind was...

REMBRANDT; Good, then were agreed on the subject. How much?

VAN KAEN: One hundred guilders,

REMBRANDT: Get out.

VAN KAMPEN: Two hundred guilders.

REBRANTIT: You paid nine million for the Town }rall. I want a thousand guildors.

VAN KAIV1PEN: My dear Rembrandt, for an artist I must say youtre quite mercenary.

REMBRANDT: Van Kampen, if you turn a bit toward me, I can spit directly into

your left eye. What do you mean mercenary Is an artist less than

a stone mason or a carpenter? 7hen my belly is empty, Pm just as

hungry as you are. Five hundred guilders, not a stiver less.

VAN KAMPEN: Three hundred and fifty.

REMBRANDT: Settled. Now I've got to find a Moses to sit for me.

VAN KAlTEN: (COUGHS) Uh, Rembrandt.

REMBRANDT: Don't interrupt, I'm thinking.

VAN KAMPEN: I'll be glad to pose for you.

REMBRANDT: You!

VAN KAMPEN: (FATUOUSLY) You just said... (LAUGHS LF-DEPREGATINGLY) that I was

a fine figure of a man.

REMBRANDT: Van Kampen, you have the good natured, wholesome, earnest face of a

vegetable dinner. Now be a friendly vegetable and give me the towel.

I've got to find me a Moses.

VAN KAMPEN: Where are you going to look?

REMBRANDT: Among the descendants of Moses.

VAN 1AMPEN: Don't you think it would be... uh... more discreet to look among the

members of the... uh.... Town Council.



REMBRANDT: Van Kainpen, come here.

VAN KAflEN: Yes?

REMBRANL'T: I will tell you a secret.

VAN KA!VEN: You will, Rembrandt?

REMBRANDT: Listen. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses... (LORING HIS VOICE)

Jews. Every last one of them.

VAN KAiEN: (SOFTLY) I see what you mean.

REMBRANDT: I thought you would. Quickly, Van Kampen, my shnes. I've got to

find Moses.

(HTJSIC: IN AND DOWN)

NARRATOR: In the year 1659 Rombxndt van Rijn went into the streets of

Amsterdam in quest of Moses. While the venerable Town Council waited,

Rembrandt searched.

VAN KAMPEN: Rembrandt, they're impatient. At least submit a sketch.

REMBRANDT: Meinheer van Kampen, please be good enough to fall down the stairs.

NARRATOR: The Town Council contained its impatience. (MUSIC FADING) But early

in the month of April in the year 1659 they deputized Meinheer Jakob

van Kampen to visit the painter onoe again.

VAN KAMPEN: I am authorized to inform you that the painter Ferdinand Bol has been

invited to submit a sketch.

REMBRANDT: I've found three Jewish scholars, but they're not satisfactory. I

paid two visits to Rabbi Manasseh ben Israel. Too small for Moses.

ITve talked to several students: not heroic enough. There's a

peddler from Poland. Too pale.

VAN KAMPEN: I was saying that Ferdinand Bol has been invited to submit a sketch.

REMBRANDT: Who invited him?

VAN KAMPEN: The dominie.

REMBRANDT: (oLY) The dominie is making a mistake.

VAN KAMPEN: The sketches have already been submitted.
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REMBRANDT: I won't be pushed, or prodded, or driven, or goaded.

VAN KAMPEN: You're shouting.

(PAUSE)

REMBRANDT: i!einheer van Kampen, I can't lose that commission. I need the money.

VAN KAMPEN: Then you'll produce your sketches this week. And you will complete

your painting in ten days.

REMBRANDT: You're a good fellow, van Kampen.

VAN KAMPEN: Ten days, Rembrandt.

REMBRANDT: I don't paint that way. I've got to find a Moses who looks like

Moses. I've got to paint what I feel is true.

VAN KAMPEN: You're shouting.

REMBRANDT: All right. Go back to them. Tell them I'll do the best I can.

VAN KALTEN: I shall tell them the painting will be done in ten days.

REMBRANDT: Van Karnpen, listen. I've been reading the Bible. Moses stood upon

the mountain and he talked to God. To God Himself. And when Moses

carne down from the mount, the people ran to hirn. when Aaron and

all the children of Israel saw Moses, behold, the skin of his face

sent forth beams of light and they were afraid to corne near unto him."

Van Kampen, that's what I want. Moses holding up a tablet of the Law

and a light shining from hïs face. And me almost afraid to paint,

and you almost afraid to look. Van Karnpen, you understand, don't you?

VAN KAREN: I shall tell them the painting will be done in ten days.

(MUSIC: IN AND DOÇ)

NARRATOR: In the first week of April, Rembrandt van Rijn went into a slum of

Amsteiam. And here had come Christian refugees from England and

France and Jewish refugees from Eastern Europe. (MUSIC FADING) On

the edge of a canal that carried its cargo of refuse and garbage

odorously to the sea, there stood the stall of a bread seller. 7ithin

the stall sat a nan, white-bearded with white hair crowned by a black
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NARRATOR: skullcap. Before him were piled the enormous loaves of black bread

(coNrD.)
baked after the fashion of Eastern Europe. The bread seller sat

there.., motionless, impassive, serene.

(PAUSE)

REMBRANDT: You sell bread?

ABRAM: I sell bread.

REMBRA!DT: By the pound or by the loaf?

ABRAM: Yes.

(PAUSE)

REMBRANDT: I have been standing here for quite some time.

iBRAM: I know.

REMBRANDT: You do not have many customers.

ABRAM: No, I do not have many customers.

REMBRANDT: And so it gives you time to read.

(PAUSE)

ABRAM: If you are finished staring at me, and if you have no more questions,

I should like to continue reading.

(PAUSE)

REMBRANDT: Please frgive me, but what are you reading?

ABRAM: (AFTER A PAUSE) Very well. I will read it to you. Kabloo Aleychem

Maichos Shawnayim... Vehisnahagoo zeh oem zeh bigmeelas chasawdeem.

RERANDT: Vihat does it mean?

ABRAM: "TO love God truly, one must first love rrs.n,"

REMBRANDT: What is your name?

ABRAM: I am Abram of Lublin. They call me Abram Lubliner.

REMBRANDT: I am a painter. My rame is Rembrandt. They say we came from a place

near the Rhine and so they call me Rembrandt van Rijn. Abram of Lublin.

your face is the face of one wrote ten words upon two tablets of stone.

I shall be greatly honored if you will allow me to paint your face,

(PAUSE)
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ABRAM: I have no objection. But first let mo give you a piece of bread.

It is good bread, Rembrandt.

(J!USIC: IN AND DOWN)

NAATOR: A pencil is quick. It abstracts from a face that which is hidden in

a face; the thing that inspirits the face.., not merely cheekbones

that are wide, or a forehead that is high, or the curve of a nose, or

the curl of a lip, or the expression of an eye. All these things

together but more. The total of these things, the sum, the essence,

the distillation of spirit. A pencil is quick, but a brush goes

more slowly. For the brush ifluninates because it remembers the dark

p:aes. (Music FADING) On the tenth day of April in the year 1659,

Meinheer Jakob van Nampen returned to the Keizerskroon hostelry to

cla!m a painting.

VAN KAIEN: Is this your Moses

RRANDT: Not Jret.

VAN KANPEN: The paint is dry upon the canvas.

RERANr/r; Ivleinheer van Kampen, a painting isn't finished when the paint is dry.

VAN KANPEN: It looks good enough to me.

IMBRANUI': I am not satisfied.

VAN KA1vEN: Rembrandt, I'm not an artist but I know what I like.

RE?RANDT: Van Kampen, this isn't a hen's egg that youtre judging for taste.

I've painted Abram of Lublin. That's not good enough. I want Moses

of Sinai and the beams shining from his face.

VAN KAI1PEN: This is the tenth day.

It isn't good enough.

VAN KAWEN: If it satsfjes the Council it will hang in the Town Hall. I will

bring you the three hundred and fifty guilders.

RERANDT: Give me another week.

VAN KAÌl!PEN: Ferdinand Bol brought his canvas last week. A contract must be

respected.
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REMBRANDT: So must a painting. This isn't ready. Look at it, van Kampen.

VAN KAMPEN: I've already told y-ou, Rembrandt. It looks good enough to me.

REMBRANDT: It needs some inner light.

VAN KAMPEN: It's good as it is.

(PAUSE)

REITDRANDT: Van Kampen, try to understand me. There was once a Greek sculptor

named Phidias. Once a an scolded him because he was working on the

back of a statue. "Who sees the back," Van Karnpen the gods see the

back of this canvas. I've got to satisfy the G in me. I want the

money. I need it. But you commissioned Moses and all I've painted

13 Abram, (PAUsE) Tell the Council I'm sorry.

(MU SIC: IN AND DcN)

NARRATOR: They hung a painting by Ferdinand Bol in the Town Hail of Amsterdam.

(wuslc FADING) And Le1nheer van Kanpen took a few guilders from the

wallet he had this time remembered to bring and gave them to

Rembrandt van Rijn.

VAN KAPEN: It... it isn't charity. Call it a down payment on a portrait you will

make of me. If you'd like, I can sit for you now.

REMBRANDT: I've treated you like a fool, haven't I?

VAN KAMPEN: You're a great man, Rembrandt. I'm only a merchant,

RRANDT: Theret s a quality in your face, van Kampen, it's always been there.

I just didn't see. If you'll let me, I'll paint that quality. But

not now. I've got to find what's unique in the face of Abram of

Lublin. Then I'll have my Moses.

(wu SIC: IN AND DOWN)

NARRATOR: All art is obsession. It comes forth like a secretion from a

thousand wounds and this is what the painter etches into copper and

spreads over canvas, And until the canvas dries and the work is

finally halted, the soul of the artist is morbid with self-hatred;
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NARRATOR: fr he knows that the work is only put aside, that it can never be

(coIrD.)
done. That the best he can attain is a truce but never victory.

(MUSIC CUT) In the thix. week in April, 1659 the painter Rembrandt

van Rijn, seeking a truce with inner light went once more along the

canal of a street in Amsterdam. The night was dark, and the streets

were dimly lit. But his feet carried him straight to the dwelling

of Abram of Lublin. And within the dwelling there were Abram of

Lublin, his wife, his son, his kinfolk.., and something beyond.., the

first evening of the celebration of excdus out of Egypt, the moment

of origin of the people of Israel, the origin in revolt and f 1ght...

and discovery of uniqueness, the uniqueness that belongs to all.

(CHORUS: "SHEPEC}YONU'... (RY SOFTLY)... TF SOUND IS A BIT OFT MI}OE)

NARRATOR: Rembrandt listened in the darkness. And then he heard the voice of

Abram the bread seller. (CHORUS IS OUT)

ABRAItII; (SLIGHTLY OFF) This is the unleavened bread of affliction which our

forefathers ate in the land of Egypt. Let those who are hungry enter

and eat with us; let those who are forlorn come and celebrate the

Passover with us.

(PAU s)

(DcoR OPENS)

ABRAM: (ON) Baruch Habaw, Blessed be he who comes. Rembrardt van Rijn, I

make you welcome. I am glad you came.

WIFE: I am Abram's wife. This is my family, and these are friends and

neighbors. Will you sit down?

RE3RANDT: I dontt belong here.

11FE: You belong, Meinheer Rembrandt. is someone with you?

REMBRANDT: No, I'm alone.

All people who are alone belong with us on the Seder night of the

Passover.

(PAus1)
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ABRAM: Please sit down. We are beginning the Scder. I will explain it to

you as we go along.

REîRANT: No. Please. Don't explain. Just forget I'm here.

ABRAM: Rembrandt, I must explain. What is this Passover Seder? It is only

a lesson. From the beginning to end a lesson for children. See, we

begin now with a child's question. With four questions. Why is

this night different from other nights in the year?

(SOLO: A CHILDLIKE SOPRANO... "MA NJ:SHTAN-NOH"... CHORUS IN ACCOPANIMENT

FAR BEHIND, PIANO AS INAUDIBLE AS POSSIBLE NCJf ONLY HERE BUT

THROUGHOUT)

NARRATOR: It was not the child of Abram who sang; it was not Abram himself;

it was not his wife or his ldn. It was the total of these things,

the sum of all Israel, its history, its faith, its future. Rembrandt

van Rijn shivered and was cold for Abram of Lublin sat against a

pillow and no more was he the seller of bread. The face was serene,

but the expression was no longer patient and impassive. (SOLO AND

CHONJS FADING CUT)

ABRAM: Ahvawdim hawyeenoo le-Pharoh bemitzrayim. Slaves of Pharaoh were we

in Egypt; and the Lord our God brought us forth with a mighty hand

and an outstretched arrn Rembrandt van Rijn.

REMBRANDT: Yes, Abram.

ABRAM: Even you were brought forth from Egypt by the Lord our God. Every

man in all times must come forth out of his own Egypt.

RERANDT: I know.

ABRAM: RGmbrandt, the words are written in Hebrew and in your own language.

Will you read?

WIFE: Here is the place, Rembrandt. Read from here.

REIRANDT: And if the Holy One, Blessed be His Name, had not brought our fathers

forth from Egypt, then surely we, and our children and our chiidrents
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RENBRANDT: children, would yet be enslaved to Pharaoh. Therefore even if all of

(cownJ.)
us were rich in wisdom ar entire of understanding, nevertheless would

it be necessary for us to repeat once more the story of the exodus

out of Egypt; and he who delights to dwell upon the liberation, he is

a man to be praised.

(CHORUS: V.TIT H OR virrHOUT A BARITONE SOLO... "AVAWDIN HAWEN HOLD I N T HE

CLEAR AS LONG AS POSSIBLE AND THEN DOWN)

NABRATCR: This was the Passover of Rembrandt van Rijn. For his heart regarded

the melodies that were sung, and his eyes looked upon Abram, who he

saw for the first time.

REMBRANDT: Abram of Lublin, the inner light that is ;ithin you, is the light of

this festival, the unleavened bread upon this dish, the memory of

your fathers, the knowledge of what you have been.

ABRAJI: It is the same with you, Rembrandt, arid with all people. That is

why I read to you the first time we met that the true knonledge of

God begins with the love of man.

(CHORUS: UP WITH SOLOISTS J1ND THEN FADE OUT)

REMBRANDT: Abram, why do you dip your finger in the wine?

ABRAM: Ny wife will tell you.

WIFE; Because the Lord visited ten plagues upon the Egyptians. And so as

we recite the plagues we dip our fingers ton times in wine.

REMBRANDT: Yes, but why

WIFE; Because they were smitten by plagues... ar the Talmud says that they

were also men and women and their blood as red as ours.

REMBRANDT: But they were your persecutors. They killed your male children.

ABRAM: Yes, Rembrandt. They killed. Arid in turn they were smitten by Gcd.

But it is set down in the Talmud that when the Egyptians perished in

the Red Sea arid the angels rejoiced arid began their hallelujahs, the
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ABRAM: Lord rebuked them and said: "Creatures of mine are perishing in the

(C ONT D.)

sea, how can you sing a song?"

NARRATOR: Rembrandt van Rij n looked upon Abram of Lublin, Abram the seller of

bread. And to the order of the festival Rembratht added his own

verse from the Book of Excdus.

REMBRANDT: Ard it came to pass, when Moses came down from Mount Sinai with the

two tablets of the testimony in his hands, that he knew not that the

skin of his face sent forth beams of light...and behold, they vere

afraid to come near unto him4"

(CHORUS: ?ITH SOPRANO OR CONTRALTO SOLO IN 'HALLELUJAR, HALLELU AVDAI ADONOI...

PSALH 114")

NARRATOR: They sang a Psalm of David and Rembrandt read the words of the Psalm.

REJRA1DT: 'Vihen Israel came forth out of Egypt,

The house of Jacob from a people of strange language;

Judah became His sanctuary,

Israel his dominion.

The sea saw it, and fled;

The Jordan turned backward,

The mountains skipped like rams,

The hills like young sheep.

What aileth thee, O thou sea, that thou fleest?

Thou Jordan, that thou turnest 'cackward?

Ye mountains, that ye skip like rams;

Ye hills, like young sheep?

Tremble, thou earth, at the presence of the Lord,

At the presence of the God of Jacob;

Who turned the rock into a pool of water,

The flint into a fountain of waters."

(CHORUS: UP JITH SOLO AND SEGUE TO "ADD IR HU' aI:D DOTN)
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NARRATOR: He had sat with them and they had related the bondage not only of

Israel but of all who live. The bondage to the darkness that lies

within. And even as bondage is the beginning of all liberation, so

also is darkness the beginning of all light. Even the light, the

inner light that came from Abram the immigrant from Lublin. And

Rembrandt van Rijn held the light carefully within the sockets of his

eyes and the reservoir of his brain. (CHOJs FADING) And holding it

thus, he returned to the mean, squalid room where he lived and he

placed the light upon the face of Abram, ar behold the tablet of the

Law said Thou shalt, and the face became the face of Moses.

RERANDT: «Takob... Jakob van Kampen.,.

VAN KAJEN: Yes, Rembrandt?

RERANDT: I have finished roy exodus for now.

VAN KAMPEN: Your exodus?

RERANDT: I have made as much peace with myself as I am able; now, if you wish,

I shall paint your portrait.

VAN KAMPEN: I will give you the money for it now. But, Rembrandt, I warn you.

I am not even this bread seller of yours -- there isn't any light

that comes from me.

RERANDT: You're wrong. Every man shines forth his own light; the thing is to

know wherein in every man you roust look; and when you find it, the

thing to know is that you have found it.

VAN KA!vEN: But, Rembrandt, it isn't your Moses that hangs in the Town Hall of

Amsterdam.

REMBRANDr: It doesn't matter. Vhat matters, van Kampen, is that I have polished

the back of my statue and satisfied my God.

VAN KA?EN: I am not a quick man. I dontt understand.

RERANDT: Meinheer, it doesn't matter. It really doesn't. Just raise your

face up so that it holds the light.
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(ChORU3: "ECHAD MI YLDELH" IN T} CLEAR A3 LONG AS POSSIBLE AND WITH)

(MUSIC: WHICH BEGINS WITH 'tECHAD MI YCDEIAH" IN ITS OWN KEY AND CLIMBS TO A

CODA)

(MUSIC: THEIE AND DOWN)

AI'TNCUNCER: Station WOR and the Mutual Broadcasting System, in cooperation iith

the American Je1sh Committee, have presented a special Passover

program, "The Passover of Rernbrar.dt van Rijn, written by Morton

Wishengrad. Lee J. Cobb was starred as Rembrandt,

played the part of van Kanpen, and the part of

Abram. Others in the cast were

, The music was composed by

and conducted by

The prcduction was under the direction of

This dramatization will be rebroadcast on the Mutual Broadcasting

System Netiork and its affiliated stations on Thursday, April 10th,

at 10:30-11:00 P.t.

(MusIc: UP AND DOWN)

ANNOUNCER: If you would like a free copy of todayT s program, write to the

American Jewish Committee, 36 Fourth Avenue, Ne York 16, New York.


